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MODIFIED THEORETICAL EFFECTIVE GAS CONDUCTIVITY
APPENDIX В
MODIFIED THEORETICAL EFFECTIVE GAS CONDUCTIVITY
In Reference 1 an expression for elemental heat transfer due to free molecule
gas conduction was derived for open net MI systems employing layer densities
from 2.0 to 4.0 layers per mm (51 to 102 layers per inch). That expression
is
<x • °*g hfhr» Ж* <8>*
where
q = heat flux in the x direction
a = accommodation coefficient
k = true gas conductivity
h = thickness of one shield.plus one space (layer interval)
£ = mean free path
Т = temperature
x = MLI thickness dimension
After substitution of curve-fit formulas expressing the gas property para-
meters of Equation (8) in terms pressure, temperature and molecular weight,
the equation becomes
a Tn a,
q =4 _ - -x г
п
 с . тО
т
 .5т dx8.6 a T°T
*Equation numbers, units and nomenclature (except'where conflicting with
symbols used elsewhere in this report) are those of Reference 1.
for which the gas-dependent constants are:
Gas a n a, m a? о М
H2 2.66 -.42 .971 x 10"
5
 .92 l . S x l O " 6 .7 2.016
He 1.17 -.333 2.35 x TO" 5 .74 5.0 x 10"6 .65 4.003
N2 1.0 0 1.38 x TO" 6 .92 1 .2 x Ю"6 .9 28.013
The values for a? and о (gas viscosity constants) were not listed directly
in Reference 2 but were derived here from the curves of the reference.
With h«s, (free molecule regime), Equation (10) may be simplified to
qx = [c(T)S phi 4! 02)
x





С = f(aQ, a1 , a2, M)
S = f(n, m, o)
H - number of layers per unit of thickness
-*.$ = 1/h
In Reference 1, Equation (12) was integrated under the assumption that Т
varied with x but p was independent of x. The result was
„ -
 CP FTS+I TS+11- пъqg " NQ(S + 1) LH с J (13)
or C_ Г с,-, _
 s+1]
For the free molecule regime, however, Knudsen's principle (Reference 3)
states that
If it can be assumed that
(PTS) . (PT-5) . 0




Because of the independence of(pT ) of x, the non-subscripted p and Т
may be evaluated at any consistent location within the MI, usually most
conveniently at the hot surface. The effective gas conductivity, which
follows directly from the preceding expression, has exactly the same form as
the previously used semi -empirical formula,
k • ^ рГ (А)
9
 N
The gas-dependent constants of Equation (10) were used to evaluate С and
for use in the above formula. The values, along with the corresponding
values for the previous, semi-empirical effective conductivity expression
are shown below.
C, C,
Gas watt-m / Btu
mm-N-KS+1 \ft -hr-Torr-R5*"
H2 .244 (7610) -.70




N2, He .0266 (828) -.5
The newly derived theoretical values of S fail to satisfy exactly the
assumption that
but are close enough to the ideal value of 0.5 to offer hope as to the
validity of the theoretical formula for k . In order to test this validity
predictions were made for comparison with effective gas conductivity test
data of reference 4. Results of this comparison, shown in Figure A-l , support
the validity of the theoretical expression, Equation (A), at least for N?.
On the basis of this correlation, the validity for H? was assumed and
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The analytical models used in the detailed thermal analysis are illustrated
in Figures C-l through C-7. Symbols employed in the illustrations are
explained in Table C-l. The figures show the network of thermal conductors
for each case treated, in order to provide an indication of the degree of
detail to which the conduction heat paths were considered. Radiation heat
paths, which in the analyses connected each pair of terminal nodes between
which radiation interchange was significant, have been omitted from the
figures for clarity. Although the analytical models, as currently defined,
represent details of the full scale design, most of them can be easily
adapted to analysis of the subscale design. The following paragraphs
describe features of the individual models.
1. Idealized ML I Blankets
The basic heat flow across the idealized MLI, i.e., blankets having no dis-
continuities or penetrations, was computed with the aid of the one-
dimensional model illustrated in Figure C-l. The total heat path included
conduction across the vacuum jacket skins, coupled radiation and conduction
across the vacuum jacket core, radiation across the vacuum annul us, effec-
tive conduction across the MLI, and conduction across the pressure vessel
wall. For the steady state analysis, representing the 30-day LH? storage
condition, constant boundary temperatures at Tl and T10 of 311.OK (560R)
and 20.5K (37R), respectively, were assumed. For the transient analysis,
representing response to an assumed orbiter reentry with an empty tank,
the temperature at Tl was defined to follow a prescribed history while all
other nodes were free to respond. The interface between the two MLI blankets
was effectively ignored with the assumption of continuous properties through
the entire MLI thickness. The MLI thickness was varied parametrically in
the basic heat flow analysis in order to develop data required for thermal
optimization.
2. Typical Lap Joint
Figure C-2 shows the model used to compute the incremental heat leak per unit
length of single-step lap joint in the MLI. The two-dimensional model
represented a 65.0 cm (26.6 in) wide section of blanket perpendicular to the
joint. It was assumed that this section was wide enough to effectively
isolate the influence of the joint on the basic heat flow. The gap at the
butt interfaces in the joint, which had an important effect on the magnitude
of the joint incremental heat leak, was assumed as .0127 cm (.050 in). As in
the basic heat flow analysis, the MLI thickness was varied parametrically.
Unlike the basic heat flow model of Figure C-l, the joint analytical model
did not include the vacuum jacket or the vacuum annul us. Instead, the
temperatures at the outer surface of the MLI (Tl, T8, T15, T22 T85 in
Figure C-2 were defined as fixed at the value derived from the corresponding
point (T5, Figure C-l) from the basic heat flow analysis. The temperatures
along the pressure vessel wall (T7, T14, T21 , T28, ..., T91) were fixed at
the cold boundary condition of 20.5K (37R).
3. Pin-and-Grommet Fastener
The model used for analyzing the pin-and-grommet (MLI panel installation)
type fastener is shown in Figure C-3. This is the design for which alterna-
tives having lower heat leaks are being considered. As in the case of the
lap joint, the model includes an area of MLI assumed sufficient to isolate
the thermal influence of the fastener. The analytical model is two-
dimensional but, by virtue of assumed axial symmetry, represents the
fastener and a surrounding circular area of MLI 52.07 cm (20.5 in) in
diameter. In a manner similar to the previously described models, the MLI
thickness and the affected lengths of pin shaft and grommet wall were varied
parametrically. For the purpose of computing radiation interchange in the
annular space .between the pin and the grommet, the pin was assumed to be
positioned concentric with the grommet.
The high temperature boundary condition, at T61, T60, T63, T21, T27, T33,
T39, and T45, was set at the computed value for T5 from Figure C-l. The
cold (20.5°K) boundary condition was assumed to exist at T65, T64, T67, T26,
T32, T38, T44, and T50.
4. Pin Fasteners
Figure C-4 shows the model used for a n a l y z i n g the pin-type ( M L I panel
assembly) fasteners. Because of the a l t e rna t ing posit ions of the fasteners
in the two blankets and the poss ibi l i ty of thermal interactions between
pairs of fasteners, it was necessary to employ a three-dimension analyt ical
model. For the fastener pattern assumed, the m i n i m u m size recurr ing cell
is the t r iangular area shown in the f i gu re . The va l i d i t y of such a recurr ing
cell for an analyt ical model depends upon i n f i n i t e repetition of the pattern.
Its use here assumes no interact ions between the pin-type fasteners and the
pin-and-grommet fasteners, MLI lap joints , or other penetrations. For
analys is of the pin-type fasteners, both the MLI thickness ( D i m e n s i o n "B"
in the f igure ) and the pin spacing (d imens ion "A") were varied paramet r ica l ly .
Boundary temperatures were prescribed on the MLI surfaces and the surfaces
of exposed pin heads in a manner s i m i l a r to that used for the p in-and-
grommet and lap jo int analyses.
5. Structural Support Strap
Figure C-5 illustrates the model used to analyze the incremental heat flow
due to a typical support strap penetration. This penetration was actually
treated in two parts: the strap itself, as a direct conductor of heat to
the pressure vessel; and the MLI in the vicinity of the strap attachment
on the pressure vessel wall. Both components of the model are shown in
the figure.
The actual MLI blanket design at the strap penetration includes a number of
cuts, seams, and joints. The modelling of these details, especially in
view of the difficulties in estimating the dimensions of gaps and spaces
at joints and the effects of compression of the MLI, appeared to be a
formidable task and one of questionable value. It was observed that the
design provided total MLI thicknesses at least equal to the basic thickness
everywhere around the strap except in the vicinity of the attachment boss.
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It was therefore assumed that the total heat leak due to the strap pene-
tration could be estimated as the sum of the heat flow through the strap
and the increased heat flow through the MLI due to the reduced thickness
over the strap attachment bolt.
The strap was considered a one-dimensional conductor between the point where
it emerged from the insulation cover to the thickened lug on its pressure
vessel end. Those two points, designated at T51 and T20 on Figure C-5, were
fixed at 311.0°K (560°R) and 20.5°K (37°R), respectively.
The MLI analysis employed a two-dimensional model of an axially symmetric
area 52.07 cm (20.5 in) in diameter, centered on the strap attachment bolt.
No interaction between the strap and the MLI was assumed. As in previous
cases, the MLI thickness was varied parametrically.
Warm side boundary temperatures, at Tl , T8, T15, T21 , ..., T45 were again
set at the value for MLI outer surface from the basic heat flow analysis.
The cold side boundary temperature, at T20, T26, T32, T38, T44, and T50,
were set at 20.5°K (37°R).
6. Manhole Access and Feed Valve Assembly
The model for analysis of the manhole and feed valve penetration is shown in
Figure C-6. The heat flow through this region was expected to be a complex
combination of conduction and radiation with the thermal influence extending
well beyond the periphery of the assembly.
With the exception of the two small vent and valve actuator tubes, the
network shown in the figure was treated as axisymmetric. Heat flow through
the two small tubes was computed on an independent, one-dimensional basis
and added to the heat flow resulting from the axisymmetric model analysis.
Radiation interchange between the small tubes and other surfaces was thus
ignored, but all other possible radiant exchanges permitted by the nodal
network, including radiation through the main feed line interior, were
considered. The conductor values for the two small coiled tubes were based
on their true length, although the figure shows shorter lengths for clarity.
The model for manhole and feed valve penetration analysis included pressure
vessel, MLI blanket, vacuum annulus, and vacuum jacket area out to a radius
of 107 cm (42 in) from the feed line. The thickness of the main MLI blanket
was taken as 2.79 cm (1.10 in) and the feed line MLI as 1.27 cm (0.50 in)
rather than being varied as in some of the other component analyses. It was
assumed that within the range of MLI thicknesses of interest for optimization
purposes, the incremental heat leak associated with the manhole and feed
valve penetration would be little affected by variations in thickness. The
joints in the main MLI providing access to the manhole cover bolts were not
included as part of this model but were included as part of the total length
of joint in the computation of total joint heat leak.
Boundary temperatures for the model of Figure C-6 were 311.0°K (560°R) at
Tl, the outer, warm surface, and 20.5°K (37°R) at T2, at the cold boundary.
7. Vent Valve Assembly
Figure C-7 shows the analytical model for the vent valve assembly penetration.
Although the model was developed as illustrated, the analysis of this pene-
tration, as described in the discussion of predicted heat flow results, did
not incorporate all details of the model. Specifically, radiation within
the valve enclosure and its vacuum jacket housing, and lateral heat flow in
the pressure vessel MLI and the entire vacuum jacket were ignored. The
analysis did include conduction through the main vent line, valve enclosure,
insulation support collar, valve enclosure MLI (laterally only), and the
valve enclosure vent and valve actuator tubes, as well as radiation through
the main vent line interior. Boundary temperatures for the analysis were
20.5°K (37°R) at T70 and 311.0°K (560°R) at Tl and T69.
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TABLE C-l
SYMBOLS FOR ANALYTICAL THERMAL
MODEL DIAGRAMS
T\
* Terminal Node: Terminus for thermal
conductors, point at which tempera-
tures are evaluated, point at which
surface area (for radiation inter-
change) and thermal capacitance (for
transient thermal diffusion) are
assumed concentrated.
Thermal Conductor: Connects two
terminal nodes, incorporating
properties of material conductivity,
conduction path length and conduction
path effective cross section area.
Zero Resistance Conductor: Connects
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SOMK1EJ- AT TULAOP TEST SITE
TWO TUOMS AlKXJNb СШЭЕООТ
l/4-23CR£S KJLTT t
BOLT (fc PLACES)


















ALL TBEFi IMMEJSSEb IN LH, AT OIM
BEIOW TOP INNER SUW»C£. OF PRESS-
URE VtSSEL-CEECUBE T/t $ WISE TO
TILL. TUBE)
T72 , T73 * T74 SUSPEWOEbltJ VEWT
GAS /XJKJUUJS WCE
TTB. AT SAME LEVbLASRAMQE ОЫ
SECTION A-A














^^ЫЛ HOLE, .;^)UKJEb»U.-MIU ,
-S*W 5<2.-5085-1Э9-5ТиВЕ. OPC SK.2-50SS-13^ -7 FITTING ДГ .
СЧЛТОЫ! S*-W ОЛУ WUEW PRESSURE. VESSEL «OTXTED WFTH ТЪВЕ. 1М CX3WW OR KftlZOW-
"TAl-TOSrTroN.USE.AV>ajUMHOb£bL«IMC5ajrTlKJG "TO PREVEMT RUWui A
CHlRbWZDMCXWTXMIMATlMG W^CSSURE. VES££l_ IWTEJZloe. APPUCATiOU
СЯ THE VACUUM HOSC- MUST CWiURE TUffT Tw^ p^ ESfejRE. VESSEL ItJTta -
«MBIGXlT tXD NOT POMP DOWNJ C
lBELLOWS (ЮОО-ОО71А-А)
T>€KMOaXlPLfc6 INSTALLEb DURltgG BLANKET I WSTALLATOtsJ
ТОЬЛ"Ог,ТЮ& 04 OUTER ЛЛРЛСЕ..
. .
Т 102 UXATEC, BAblALLV UUCER OENTtR
.
TIO3 LDOCTtb RADIALLY UWDER CEKTPER
OP mTTERN ЯЭ&<Ы*Х** Т7-Т12.
1Е«Л РОЯТюг.ТЮЗ BDUTED
blSTAWCE "COM Vt«6bL SlBTTH 4 UKJHL
OKI OUT£R SUBFACE. OP IWS






к» жю to, *aa too
bETAILIZ
(SCALE I/I)













































TVJ&RWOODuPl£ St^ OXlP Т1-ТЬ,Тог.
, ТЮЗ.
T<1A-T55 ON VPCUUM JAC<L _ _ _ _
Т=6>-ТЬ7 OW VACUUM JACKET INKIER
Т4Д ,T5fe LOCATED RACHALLY QVEfc. CEWTE.R. СЯ" pftTTERKj
T4O,TdZ ЮСАТЕЬ OJSieTH SlKlG WiCiUWE. OUTtR. SURFACE.. IVJKiEK. SUI^ FACE.. CESPECTIVEXY,
TOO.T'Ol OKI OLTTEC SU^FACb. C3F VACUUM JAC<£T. OW SAME KrtEHItSIAKJ AS T}Z.
тээ.тз! cw OUTER SURFACE, oc VACCUN-. JAC<ET. ^KJ ^А*ЛЬ. Ь/Е^ЫАЮ AS тоз и тд«>.


















«АО ***Y « 1АМ1САТЮ IY SUNNING Ot AJ A «SLOtD GO« AJSEMW.Y
«NtTIANI INSPKT10N WAU. NOT U L8£0. WILD QUALITY SMALL МШ «fQU(ttM£NR






4 Пи. |Чнй Uata-n^C
АЬЬЕЬ ПЬ>
c/zs/n













































6 5 | 4 +
foStMBUX AND QUftUFiGfxTION PROCEDURE
©-» l.O ASSEMBLE GORCb - 3, STRVPS - S ,FU4NC.e -|4-_
AMD R\NG ASSV - i<5> PE"R Г5~>
2. 0 HELIUM LEA.K GHCC*. BONDED (4SS4 AT b£>.G mN/»
' ^^, Ъ.О FILL SKIN SRF> FLUSH PEli [Jj|>
S?» l.o ВОНЬ STEiOS -£> PER !"§">. FAiE JOINT STEPS РЕК. Da> • f
S&MCS. STRIPS -Z-l PEt LJSJ>. "Alt? 'JOiKT STFPb P£.u.fl&>.








i ®-«- а. о вом:
9. о ней i
g>-*- 10.0 Дчрр

























О THE OUTER SURF'
;ORE -т.- л>т сое£ А




JX> (BMsalOVER THE M!
i -гг., -bPLict -bTtiPS - и,
. (2.0)
i FA.NINC5 SURFACES
-b STRIPS, -IB iPLlC
|I DlA. HOLES IN P
3 2
глыо UOUOLE.SI -it AMD
NOTES






\CE OF THE INNER.
Т A=ts ANO ClZn-l РЕКОГ>-
ГНЕЯ АЛ SEAMS WITH
SING CAUL PLA.TETS
OF THE CORE -Z. PLACE ONE. LAVE1R.
ITLBOND. PREPARE
BETWEIEN -\z PLATTCS . -17 SPLICE STRIPS « «w6
E ST1?IP5,R1NG ASStMBL-<-l« <f BOND PCR[S>.
1_АТЕ_Ъ - 17- 4 -ft . BOND - IO SPACERS \N PLACE. PE.R C1E>
» -ЬАМО wm ouzst sniT (-.'«=) SANU ixwet
(S>-^  ич > f!^ <iKlM £AP WITH X.A- Ъ^^ AOVltSlvE (^мСо.)
ф-*- hQ > FAIR ЗО1ГЧТ ЪТ1Р WITH O-t.5 Ibl- WIDE FlLLtT USING
E.A )^1A AUHESNE-C H4SOL ONi^ »o»J THE ut^ lEt CdtP-1)
(5>-— 111 > r, <: дк| rvitTAi. OE.TAILS АЪ FOLLOWS-.
a) VAPOR DEsetAse FLE.4-coet.
Ы CHtKI Cl-ЕЛ» ALL METAL DEIAILS U.XCE.PT COPt .
u SAND wdH дсю ЬЕГТ SANDPAPER AU. SURFACES NOT PCIMEO
EOWDED IMMtDlATtlY AFTER CHEM CLEANIKG .
«ft liOLVEtn CLEAM ALL РАРлЬ WITH bMi II- ~l РЕЮв
PRIMINS oE BONDING
1
 j&~ ГТ5> CURE BOND AT 4SO'K (iSO'f) FOE 1 HOUR- MINIMUM С
lloiMM ®~" E^ РСГТ OUTEK. О.Ю N CORE SVJiifACES CvEU THI1» LtNbTH WlT
^^T — ^ _ (Sin') / Ig^ - 114- > CLCA.N PER 1 £O>. UONb WITH
\ --- — \ ^~~^^ у ' © E«k2i3^CHVSOL DWISVON THE" DEFTER CORP)
\^ J^ ^—-l—=-^  ^\ / CLAMP PftSTS TOG.ETHES FOE & H«S, AT ЦТ.
\ 121.92 MM ^^ 5< ^\ Q^FUaiON WELD PER- ВАС Sa^S^LA'i'a 5jP (4t4CLIUM TISHT)
\ \ O4.14MM _ NN. \
\ (4.Ю1М.)* N\ \ ClObOEI-TC, A.LUM SHEET PER QQ - Л - 25O/\ 1
•^/ \ Ц | ®-«- rs~> CLE
-HIE
Z> Т
Ж ABfeMU ® EOND VOI
iOSWM SURFfKC




 2.5ЛММ ; , „ , S ' 3.SIMM <" MJ^ RA*1
j — 2.ОЗМЫ I *^^ ) Л1В1ЫЛ *Е PRO"
V ' ' ' . TYPt
















i ALUM FOIL РЕЯ. QQ- Л.- £SO/\
"i CKLUM TUBE pes. OQ-R-ZCO/З
>ea l~n> AND
TH ХА-ЭЭ1ЭСЗМСо) APPL4 BN SRUSH COATTlNG BOTH
ЕЪ. AIR. DR4 PORI SI^JIIN.FOLLO'WEO BV А ЛЬ MIN.QRVVNG
Г 380°< t£ZS=F). CORE BOND РЕЯ. СЮ-
ER S>KC 5S\4- ALL METAL P№T5 AFTER ,VACH\NING.
TECTED FROM OIL $. PPsRTXCLE CONTU4Mi>JATXON .
.V SH!VLL BE DONE >N A DUST FREE ROOM.
L roAMINU ADHES,IVt P£R ЬЛС 5-9О.
CLft^jS 1.SO. GfcAOt So
•Ей ГТТ>. PRIME. WITH METLBONO 'Ьг.З
"VPPLV METLBOND 3>Z3 AUHtblve (NARMCO MRTtu\ftL% OIVj
E.^ COt^). CU t^ ВОЫ\5 P£^ 1 l'o> .
3MB. HEXCEL PR'oOUC't'b INC.
1 ALUM PER OQ-A-ZSO/5



















































































































'< ^ tni'l [ймКтД atK*w ^Ц"0*" 1 O.T1 1 -^.OVU)
# * г>еигг£Ъ -э * L2_>
I A ' '. .. ,rnr^











<?M 2,vb Г01 -10 ^л% .го _l'*£fnfteti




-г-.i * S-io p—.
.OIZ.».
UUJM
п.г « 57. о п~^ >SHEET LL_?
.О!гчь.г. « si-o r-r-s
ALUVA пНСГТ LL^





.oao^ г.о» z. г гтт->
«HUM SHEC Т ш-/






.OBO^S. 4-х ТЭ 5 ГТГЛ
ALUM SHE.CTT Ш-*
•SPS/IOEET*00 СО
. 75 О1Л. ' -OU5 WALL Г "^Ъ
тивс "-^ ^
.ог. ехэ .. г.1 гт— >
W-UM STRIP L1-^
.OliK во < 2.1 гг^ ПГ^
ы_ум зтн\Р LU>ULP
ОСИ' во .2.1 ПгЛПГЪ
4ШМ FOIL UU/LU^
.аг- so . гв.5 r-r^ .
ALUM SHEET <-i—f
.ол- so -гв.& гт->






























^•4B«cc.r ьад. LHzTesT M00eu






























IfMllUS m Fv_*7 ?KTTt£>i "Го
















































Ot-Ч^ I Ul\l Сэ~ЧЭ Tte,T7O«T7IOMVEi4jT
(SCALE 1/2)
to 40 т to гоо ЫСТЕ. "ТОМ EDGE. 3F
13Э-'
ClACROM NE.T BAA-2 LAYERS TO BE.





(SCALE I/Z TOP VIEW
SK.Z->50e5-IAZ-23
Т75,Т7Ь,Т77 ON OUTER SURFACE ОТ SIMULATEb
PUUMBING TUBE.. LEAOS M«K£ TWO(<OTURNS










— SKZ-SOSS-IST-IS <f OUTta BWJKL.
ЬЕТА11_Ш





TOR IMSTRUMENTEb LOCATION OM
UPPCR STRAP - SEE, SECTlOJ A-A
[ fe> ^ > EE-fefeOOf РЕЯМДСЕр REFLECTIVE. ,
, I.CO Л .1
| 4. > CLEAN SKZ-SOSS- ia»t ptaoR TD BONIDIM
.
[^ >Ct£/^*J SK2-5O&5-13 -^1 ^^L l^x- BCWD wrrw <MiP£ CCAT OP EC 3532 (3^
STRUCTURUU AEMES1VE..
[ 2. >vox.gQ PILE (TWE. i4u.R.-iv^ j_i_ CORP.) 2.00 JKJC^ WIDE. «чэиУЕйТЕд c^sr^ xi
IWGTAPE.. BOKltaTO 5<2-5Ов5-'39-> P£Rj 3 s TO МА^ТСИ VE.UC4O UJQ<
_ OW MLl INNEC2 PWJCL6.














(SCftV-E. : «/ 0
(-3 LONG) ^ J-_L |p
MYLAR- А г LA.VER?, QUO \
DACRON NET (B4-«4)
Al
лшм1М(гео МУ(_РЯ.\,Х ,, ,
Ъ4 LftYSIS П5> >/У/ \




DETML Т. -7 Q
- I - О °
E: 1/4) ,DETA\LI[
?<imFi V ОПТЕ?. Pouve. САЛ ASSEMBLY
' IU f - ' ' - Л ^^^ tTiC MLV IN^TBlwtNTATtOM Stt t«>Ai "XEM
DtlAlL
c- I/O о ю u ю « i
N063-\584-S
кихнвоик \гьп 1N5UU\T\ON PANELS.
HM.F
TEST MOD5IL, ~ (0 L'o^> I it> гв.«>м
• '/•>> I s >l г







































SIZE CODE IDEM! NO.
SCAU S H f E T 'EL







































































































Fi£oee D ~ J £
60




S H E E T 3>



































SHf f i 4"
b
4316 3085 ОП10. 0/71
L T R
Г BLANKET DENS \TY - 75
ОЫЕ LfcYEKEQUflLS ONE .\4bML.
&OUULE. AUJMlN)1£t> bAXLAE. SHIELD
OB. ONE лс WL DOUBLE
WHlCH£VE& \S
Je DAC^OM N^T
{NUMBER 0^ SH/CLDS '= .42.















































01 4)16-2001 ОЯ1С 3 / 7 1
































гЛ J.J CJ S LJL. e
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ALL MATERIALS SVMUL ЕЕ FgEE






 t WSTNJl IttSBMQOOUftJESa
IHSULATIOHJ7>







< U01- 114 1П NO.
81205 SK £_-5095-141
SHI- I








Т|*Т97,Т9в ON OUTER !
ТгЬОК! OUTER SURFACE OF SHIELD WO-28 Чл ,i_
T2I OKJ OUTER SURFACE Of SMIELD KJO.14.
T9,Ti8 OKI OUTER SURFACE:
TB.TI7 ON OUTER SURFACE OF SWIELO MO. 2» N> -*-
T7,Tl*ON OUTER SURFACE Of SHIELD MO I*















МО THERMOCOUPLES OR CUTS
ТЗ OKI OUTER SURFACE V-
Т20М OUTER SURFACE Cf SUItLb NO 28
Т I OM OUTER SURFACE Of SHIELD MO. 14.
Figure D-23
•- •':'- • •:• - - —Г-
Т
Г_"_ I' " "JNJAS3 -15848 !
""' " -^ ~-\л.»»~'м-4Л/»
ш
SCALE LHt












-/ _^,^  (iOO.IU.) "<-
м
-::. T23 O.M CUTZR SLRFiCE OF SU1E.LD NO 28





T13 OKI OUTER SURFACE OPSHIELD МО.14.\ч
Т Л ОМ OUTER SURFACE OF SUIELb MO 23 NX -A-
TI5 ОМ OUTER SURFACE
ТА OKI OUTER SURFACE OF Su lELb WO 14
TS ON OUTER SURFACE OFSMIELb KJO28
Tb OW OUTER SURFACE
Figure D-25
i""",;." г-sszo
WIGE LOCK UOI£S 4 GIASS ЕРОЛУ
GLASS ECQ*V РЙЕРСЕ-G. РЕЙ SMSS-
TVPE. 181 2.PUV. CU E^. PE-R. ВАС 5529
. 'dMIL DOUBLE. AU>rtlNIZEC> WYl_AR- l
BAA СА.СЧОМ NET-IZ LAYERS
.3OWILCOUBLE. AUJMIWI - SLAYERS (tXJTER. .16 IM.
CACROVJ
54A LVCCON N£T - 2 LAVEJB*.
.I4MILCOUBI-E Ai_UM^17EO MYLAR -2\LAVERS








WOT?.: COWTIMUOUSL.Y WRAP MYLAR.OOR<AP7DN-waicnE\/Ec is SPECIFIED)
ARE ACMIES^D
. 14MIL DOUBLE ALUMlKJIZEb MYLAR. - 13 LAYERS
KIE.T-IELAVER.S
,3O MIL DOUBLE ALUMIMUKA <APTOW-8LAYEeS(pUTE.R..lO
DACROM MET - 2 LAYERS
UA5S EPOXY РвЕРЯЕй. PER BMS 8-I33J
X1UKE. РЕЯ ВЛС 552Э 1







. 14 MILtOUBLE ALL)MINIZ.EDMYLA£-31 LAYERS
NET- 3O LAYE R-S
^ NET- 2LAYERS(OUTE.4 SURFACE)










NET 5Rb£ER UNTIL. CEQUlRECs NUMBER OF LAYERS ARE *C"l£VED
i)U>JGlTUDtNALLy CUT -37 OUR PLACE. OJLV AMD REMOVE. INSTALL. 6К.2-5ОЭ5- W
4)LOMGITUD1KJAULV CL)T-36, OWE PLACE- OJLY, lSO*F4OM-37 CUT.
-uz fe PLACES AS SWQWM. Г
у i 4s/ / • f°^ ,w /
'nit/* ^ ./ / ., ('V ' ; ОЭ.ТЗММ /
.V "*^ <^1 \/' .-' / / (A.S2IKU / IZT.QQMKA
bETAIL XEZ
(SCALE 2/1)
/ f5.OQI»ITe 1^ 1.27 MM
(5.<св -МЛ^












T28, TS9,T9l OKJ OUTER
T29 ow OUTER SURFACE, cf SH IELD NO. 2S
тэо оы ООГЕЯ SORFAC& c?= &-HELC. t-o. 14
' SCALE LM2
TEST MODEL






























СИ> СОК. M<W BE. 'JvPUCED. Wl^t CD8E. SEAMS ТОСАТНЕЙ WITH
.1"ЬС.М (-O5I IN^ ulPl- C££b Wiltt ANU PoT PCS ГС">.
PS~> POT \NITH ST»UCTUHP^V- FO*SM\NG KQHESIVJE РСЯ, ЭКС
S-ЭО^ТЧРЕ 2,CL^3S 3SQ, GRAOE SO.
1 S~) CLEAN PER HNSOL aULL5TT\N К'Э-хгЪ BONO \N\TH ЕГ*Ч ЭЗЛ-
CHV«OL DIVISION THE DEVTCR COR"P.) VJITH \W4CUUM a^u'
PWESSUT?E PeR HVSOL BUU.ETIN A.5-I3A-.
1 4 > bOei-TG <XLUM B«sR PER QQ-(X- 225/8
1 3 > SOGI-TG, ALUM SHEET PER QQ-A.-eSO/l 1
f~g~> CLC(4N PWWE WTH NIETLBONQ ЗЕЭ TVPE 2, (XPPLV METLSOND
3ZS KQHCSWCfN^RMCO-MKTEBIW-S DIM. 4JWTTKKER CORP/ CUEE
BOND AT <VOB'K. (г.~т£* F) Foe 2lO MiNuTtS AT lOI-A k N/».»(14.7 Psi) VACUUM рйеъъий£-
1 1 > FLtx COC.E Vlfc-30su/P*O--O3l* ив. Й^чЛ-3 (4.3 \I./FTS) AvLUM
WONE4 СОМв^ЕГКСЁХ PRODUCTS INC?'
'"" Ч"*»
1






























































































^^ ГОЯИИв™"""™ ™ "^™"
.ъо. i.o • 81.ьг A.UJV/ [5~>[Е>
•^ м.о • 7э.о г »А.и>л(з>Е>
.100 • г.ю- з.ьо г?^ .
АШМ awEtT^ La->
.100- г.ю.з1йо rj-s6JLUM SWEET La->
.О8О-
frLUM 2SHEE{T*i'ei L3->












Q-Ч Q-^ .4O5 -е.оО'во.го
гг~>










1 i , l"""l *""CATI°« . ' ~~" |L"' ' «жттиасооы i i




JTKS1 г- 55 го
NAvS3-i58Ae **ттяя\тш.ш.
™*<.»10ьао!ачЕ 1-3-7J .-,-п^к,























































Лтд! ь >AgxiNb oeojMP6e£MCE CIYP)
-SK2-5OS5-I4O-1
^.йъема'.уCREF)
'SECTION AG VIEW B2:: VO
" ^Bft-SC PLATE
CREF)


























































i t i t i i
О 10 20 30 40 SO
MM
APPLICATION
F} - з cs PLtxces)
-\
NOTES
I. MCIFICATIOMI AND ГТАМОАЙО* KM ТИС COMTMO4. OF MAMUFACTURINO OKRATIOM (At Am.ICAM.EJ:
SURFACE ROUOHHCM SYMVOt* Pf R IACO ЯП FART MARKING Ff R ВАС UP








3OO DET4V^«. - A-OO
- согчгпыиои^-
ГА~>
TXVC TTT COVAR C.
1чЛ1\_-~
PER »VA3
TYPE >zo г P\_Y.
l~£~> CURE WITH VJKCUUK* S.P4S "^«ESSOdE T4NO
iS^* < (lSO°Pj ^ P~OvJ^ HOUR^ ^
1 7 > Cl_C/Mxi ^ОчУ1МС* SURTr>^CE^ От1" - A- E
Q14HSIOM THC
3£43 P4E^SURE PER





-MlDt 1 5 >





±.m ом .M ft CRUTCH


























шлкш. шктттош^шлУАшткяис «• шлтивтАилпетлгшшочиямсв
ШУ«ТАТШ| I
I 1Й I tH~1 PCMItTB
CT~> UAL-'OV TITANIUM 5НЕЕГГ PEE MIL-T- ЭОД4 E
TYPE. Ш COMtCSlTlON С CONh\TlON I (ANMEAU.0^
№L РЫ) *3 -VE.fD»Y COM?Oiire.
C£>
WINU UVMt
. TWl^T - NO FINISH- 10PLT- RESlW SYSTtTA SVIALL Bt
(bMION Cft^blDE COtf) WiTH и\ - PH£NYLE>»£CXAMI«£.
. CHE.MICAL). ConPobiTC SHAU. HAV£ A f »UEU
ISO'F),
QF bo i ЬЧЬ В-
W(TW VACUUM BA6 PRtSSLJfcJE, TV/D HOUttb ^V "i
AT *il4; (500T) Амь ОН£ МОЛ AT «So' K.
MILL PSl ЬАС. S84Z.
4N TITANIUM FAYING SURFACES WITH AN ALUMINA BLAST
FOLLOWED BY A SILAME КАГЛЕ. (UNION CfttblDe АИОО)
PCIOE. TO BONniNG. LIGHTLY SAND - Z. TAPE ASSQ»iil.Y «
-7 FILLS. LOC.AU.Y ЛТ iwrotrncE WITH - S «-fe E.NO rfTnia
CLEAN РЕЙ HYSOL BULLETIN ul- ЬОО, BOND W\TW EA 3VV
(HYSOL DIVISION THE DE*TEE ccep.) WITH VACUUM BAG PRESSURE
PEE HYSOL. BULIETIV4 AS- 1Ъ4-. ОЯЛ I H«. ЛТ ViT»
Ct«P.)
to.-РННЫГИЛЕЫАМ.кЛ (Oi) САТЛЧСТ


















ъ oo / z.70 CE>D5>
C3>cr>




















I. АЪ^>Е tVlBLt, INMF
•5TE1P- 5 PER ГТ>
e. BOND sTgiP - ь PER











































(fc-OOIN.) /^ ь "• (4xOOIM.) *
/-^ ^JS t2*-001*-» x
A APPLV METLBOND TO OUTER
CORE.
ргг Рмге SONS - з s - л.
изг) з>












A o-zs IN. wiuf CILLET «>ми
I. DlVIMON , THt t£XTEE COEP).
FILL SKIN SAP WITH
®*-Гэ~> FAne TOINT ЪТЕР WITH
E A <SV» ADHE.1WE. ( H4^
Я>«-[~в> CLEAN METAL
a) VAPOR cEutEAbe. FLEX-cost.
CHEM CLEW4 ALL METAL DETAILS ЕИСЁРТ CORE.
О ^AND W f T H 4OO 6I?|T SAHu^PE^ ALL SuEFACEb NOT FE1MED OR
BONUE.D IMMEDIATELY АГТЕЕ CHEM CLEASIMG.
SOLVENT CLEAN ALL RfttT*» WITH вмъ и- 7
PRIMING OK bONDINu .
BOND AT 'VSO'K (Ъ5о°г) TOR \ HOUR ет
\Ol-4 '
ALL RtxW MATERIALS 4 A.SSEN1BLY 5H F^_L
PROTE.C-TED FRON40VL d ... . ..
. ._.
 SVA[vU_ at OOME 1Ы ^OUST FREt RCON\.
WITH ХА--ЯЙ AbHttWE (1MCO). APPLY 5Г 8«VBH




UOO-W8 MUM FOO- РЕВ QQ-f4-25O/l
(ёМ~3> CLEAN РЕКГб>. РЫМЕ VvrTH METLEOND 3S, ТЧРЕ2 .
KAETLBOMD Згэ KOHESVL. Wf^RMCO МУТЕК\М.Ъ O\V.,
СССР. OJCE BOND PE.e. 1 7 >
L г>П.ех-соеЕ 5056/FaO-ooi4, S3 fekj/^ (г. Mb/ft"5)
ALUMINOM HONEYCOMB. HEVCE.L PRODUCTS INC








.о(?*г i ( г4.о г-г>ГТ>
лшм ^»t£TLJ-xV-5^




OI2* <Z>O« Ей О
. . .
Г LEV CORE
D E T / X \ L IT
(E-H.PUOOELO)
ТЕ




























WELD РЕК. ьвс 5Эг5 CLK« A . TILLER w\e£ Eb 4o4j







l / l )
SEE SPEOM- PS.£CKUT\ONS (SUPPLlEO aY
WELDING, TO TRP4NSCnON COUPUINb,
WELD A'iSEMaLY TO BE. STRMG.HT \7\ТЩЫ .Ou .
COLD SHOCK EPCH END OF ASSEMQUX INCLUDING, W6L.O jOINT
WITH LIQUID NITRObEN PRIOR TO HELVUM LEftK CHEC«.
LEAi^  RftTL MOT TO E.«CEEE \WJ> STO rr I HEUUH TtE SECOND .
til- BiB-LE. COS? FfltT NUMiet
WELD PEC. B,ftC 5ЧЛО CLASS A. IhftftCT PER Пр>
ЗЯ1 CRES BAH PER QQ-S-lfc3
зг\ CRES TUBE PER MiL-
ТОК.
























ft EMVALENTt ЧЯ ВАС ИА MVtT (MtTALLATKNt *
t RtV STATUS I
С. i* I it* 1
(SCALE
TO TRANSITION COUPONS.
CKUTION '. SPECIAL HANDLING. IS RE.Qu.IREO TO PRENENT DAMAU.E.
TO THE. THIN WAU-EO BELLOWS
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THERMAL INSTRUMENTATION TEST PLAN
FOR THE Ш„ TEST MODEL
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APPENDIX E
THERMAL INSTRUMENTATION TEST PLAN FOR
THE LH2 TEST MODEL
The thermal instrumentation plan was developed from the Contract NAS 3-15848
Statement of Work instrumentation requirements. Thermocouple locations and
wire routing are shown in Appendix D, Figures D-22 through D-26.
Table E-l is a list of all thermocouples. The thermocouple entries in the
list are grouped by the type of wire required and the lengths shown were
used in determination of total quantities of wire required for the test.
Four types of wire were used: Teflon insulated Chromel-Constantan for
thermocouples in the evacuated volume; fiberglass insulated Chromel-
Constantan for exterior locations; vinyl insulation Chromel-Constantan for
hydrogen filled spaces; and vinly insulated copper wire for LH? reference
junctions and leads. The computations for required wire lengths included
added length margins to facilitate component assembly and disassembly.
Table E-2 lists those thermocouples which comply with the Statement of Work
requirements. In some of the areas specified, a greater number of thermo-
couples than the minimum required were installed; also, a number of thermo-
couples were installed in areas not mentioned in the reference.
A practical limitation on the number of thermocouples located in the
evacuated volume exists by virtue of the available space and cost for
vacuum tight connectors. Four Deutsch Series DM-5623 connectors, located
in the cover plate of the simulated plumbing penetration assembly housing,
as shown in Figure D-38 was used. These connectors contain 37 contracts
each, providing circuit connectors for 74 thermo-couples. These 74 thermo-
couples are listed as the first group in Table E-l.
The Deutsch connectors incorporate 18 Constantan and 19 Chromel pins each.
Therefore, of the 74 thermocouples, 2 thermocouple circuits must use Chromel
pins to connect their Constantan lead wires. Any temperature differences
between the resulting superfluous Chromel-Constantan junctions will generate
extraneous voltages, causing errors in the indicated temperatures. In order
to minimize these possible errors, thermocouples in high temperature areas,
i.e., thermocouples whose unaltered output voltage will be relatively high,
were selected for routing through the all-Chromel connector pins. These
thermocouples are T59 and T60 on the inner surface of the vacuum jacket. Any
of the other thermcouples on this surface would have been suitable, except
T56 or T62, for which accuracy is somewhat more important due to their associa-
tion with thermocouple sets in the MIL.
Three thermocouples, T72, T73, and T74 were to be immersed in the GH? boil-
off flow in the vent tube in an attempt to measure the temperature rise in the
gas as it travels up the tube. The possibility of bonding small fins to
these junctions to increase their response to changes in gas temperature
was explored. Because of the need for maximum accuracy for these temperatures,
relative to the saturated vapor temperature, these thermocouple circuits were
to employ reference junctions within the LH? in the test tank rather than
reference junctions in the cold box like all other thermocouples.
Thermocouple locations and wire routings were planned to achieve the best
combination of accurate, useful data and minimum disruption. In some areas,
these requirements conflicted and compromises were necessary. All thermo-
couples on or within the MLI were attached to shield layers with an
aluminized Mylar tape having reflective properties very close to those
of the shields themselves. When possible, the first 6 inches of wire leading
to the thermocouple junction followed expected isotherm contours in order to
minimize errors due to heat flow in the wires. On tubular components and
support straps, loads made at least 2 turns around the component being
routed away from the location of the junction.
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Location and routings were planned to minimize junction and wire overlaps,
avoding the MLI thickness disruption that would result from excessive super-
position. This is the reason for the rosette patterns for thermocouples
Tl through T6, T7 through T12, and T25 through T30, and the staggering of
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THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS FOR WORK STATEMENT COMPLIANCE
Work Statement Location Description
"... six different depths in the MLI ...
locations as follows:
(a) Forward hemisphere on a Hne ^5° from
the center!ine of the hemisphere.
(b) Aft hemisphere on a line ^5° from the
centerline of the hemisphere.
Mid point of the cylindrical section.(с)
(d)
(е)
At a point where an fnner tank support
passes through the insulation at a con-
stant radial distance from the support.
The insulation w i t h i n the simulated
manhole access area."
"Twelve thermocouples ... on both the exterior
of the vacuum jacket and the inner face shin of
the vacuum jacket."
"Two thermocouples ... bonded to both exterior
and interior surfaces of the girth rfng."
"Two of the inner vessel supports ...
(a minimum of four on each support)."
"The thermally modeled manhole and fluid line
penetrations ... (a minimum of four on each
penetration)."
"The ullage gas temperature shall be measured
at the outlet of the pressure vessel."
Thermocouples
T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T A , T 5 , T 6























































Lightweight Vacuum Jacket for Cryogenic Insulation
NASA Contract NAS3-15848
Area 41, Pad 3
(1) Procedures Manual, Tulalip Test Site, D2-121703-1
(2) Engineering Laboratories Safety Manual, D2-121354-1
(5) SOP- 72Z
(4) Engineering Laboratories Test Practices Manual, JD180-14822-1
(5) EWA No. 25540, Task IV
1,0 PURPOSE
Тле purpose of this test is to demonstrate system performance of a half
scale model of the Shuttle Orbiter OMS fuel tank with an evacuated multi-
layer insulation (MLl) system. The performance of this system will be
carefully evaluated in conjunction with the rigorous cyclic operational
requirements of the orbiter.
This test plan describes in sufficient detail the test conditions,
instrumentation, facilities, equipment, and oafety and operating procedures
to insure meeting the program test objectives in a safe and efficient
manner.
2.0 OBJECTIVE
Testing to be accomplished under this test plan will furnish data that
will be used to verify the feasibility of the evacuated MLI system





A half scale model of the Shuttle Orbiter QMS fuel tank will be designed,
fabricated and shipped to Tulalip Test Site for testing on Pad 3» Area 41»
The tank will be installed into an existing Щэ supply, vent and disposal
system with some modifications required. Л radiant heat shroud will be
fabricated and installed around the tank to provide temperature
conditioning. A boiloff test system will be assembled and installed
for determining heat flow into the tank. Three boiloff tests will be
performed. The first one will be considered the baseline boil off rate.
The second one will be performed after subjecting the tank to 100
external pressure cycles of 0 to 200,000 ft. equivalent altitude
pressure and 100 thermal cycles of 100 to 350°P. The third boiloff
test will be conducted while simulating a specified hydrogen leak into
the vacuum annulus of the tanks insulation system. The test data will
provide information to determine if any degradation in performance of
the insulation system has occurred as a result of these operational
environments.
4.0 TEST CONDITIONS
4.1 There will be three boiloff tests and two cyclic tests performed under
this test plan in the sequence as follows:
• Baseline boil-off test
• Load cycling (altitude cycling) test - Area 34 •
> Thermal cycling test
• Post cycling boil-off test
• Constant GH2 leak boil-off test.
4.2 • The test conditions for tho three boiloff tests will be as follows:
• Tank internal pressure 17.0 PSIA
• Tank vacuum annulus pressure *z. 2.0 x 10~4 Torr
• Tank external pressure ambient
w
 • Tank external temperature 100°P ± 5°F
• Tank liquid hydrogen level ^=^3»0 in. from Top
4«3 The test conditions for the load cycling (altitude cycling) test will be
as follows:
• Tank internal pressure Same as external
• Tank vacuum annulus pressure <C2.0 x 10"^  Torr
• Tank external pressure ambient to 1 . 6 x 1 0 Torr





• Tank liquid hydrogen level No hydrogen
• Number of cycles 100 cycles
4«4 The test conditions for the thermal cycling test will be as follows;
• Tank internal pressure 15.0 PSIA
• Tank vacuum annulus pressure <C 2.0 x 10~^ Torr
• Tank external pressure ambient
• Tank external temperature 100°F to 350°F
• Tank liquid hydrogen level ^* 14.0 in. from bottom
• Number of cycles 100 cycles
4.5 The half scale tank model will be constructed of two 90.0 inch diameter
hemispheres connected to an 18.0 inch long cylindrical section. This
tank will hold 2150 gallons of LH2 when full. The inner vessel will have
an operating pressure of 1?«0 psia, a proof pressure of 40.0 psia, and a
design burst pressure of 70.0 psia.
5,0 FACILITIES
All testing will be conducted at the Boeing Company's Tulalip Test Site
located approximately 45 miles north of Boeing's main Plant II headquarters.
This facility has several well developed permanent test areas designed to
handle a wide variety of hazardous and high noise level type tests. The
cryogenic structural test facility, Test Area 41» is one of these special-
ч
 ized areas and will be used for this program. This area is devoted to
structural materials testing which involve hazardous environments. These
environments involve cryogenic propellants such as LH2» L02 and toxic
propellants such as LP2» N204 and Hydrazine.
In order to efficiently and safely handle this type of testing the area
has three heavily reinforced concrete test cells dispersed on an arc
located 130 ft. from the test control and data recording building. Each
test pad is separated on this arc by 85 ft. Each pad has permanently
installed wiring for remote control of the test setup and for remotely
recording all test data. In addition, each pad has installed plumbing
which provides He and N2 pressurization and purge gases, plant air,
water, and electrical power.
This facility has permanently installed Ш2 supply capacity of 14,000 gal.
with a distribution and control system to each of the three test pads.
All testing for this program, except for altitude cycling at Area 34» will





A schematic of the test setup is shown in Figure f"~\.
The LH2 fill system will include а 1Й2 conditioning cryostat mounted
above the test tank. This vacuum insulated device will condition the
ЬН2 prior to entering the test tank so that the thermodynamic properties
of the entering hydrogen are пэаг!у the вате as the hydrogen already in
the test tank. This is to minimize the disturbance of thermal
equilibrium during test tank refill operations. The pressure in this
cryostat will be maintained at a constant differential pressure of
0»5 psi above the pressure in the teat tank.
A radiant heat shroud will be fabricated and installed around the test
tank so as to provide the required test tank external surface temperature.
This shroud will be an aluminum sphere with quartz radiant heat lamps
installed to the inside surface. Electrical power to the lamps will be
regulated by a Research Incorporated ignitron electrical power control
Unit. A closed loop temperature feedback system will be used to control
the electrical power required to maintain the desired tank surface
temperature. Redundant over—temperature safety circuits will be installed
to prevent accidental overheating of the tank. Preheated gaseous nitrogen
(GN2) will be used as a purge gas between the shroud and the external
surface of the tank. This will aid in obtaining the desired surface
temperature with minimum radiant heating power and aloo will exclude air,
minimizing the chances of ignition of hydrogen.
The test tank internal pressure control system will consist of a closed
loop pressure feedback servo valve system. The servo valve will control
the flow of hydrogen boiloff дав from the tank so that the desired
pressure in the tank will be maintained at a constant value. An Annin
globe valve with the proper sized trim and an electro-hydraulic actuator
. will be used as the servo valve. The tank pressure feedback will be
measured with a Baratron differential pressure transducer referenced
to a very stable constant pressure source. This high-resolution
differential pressure transducer will be used to sense very small
positive or negative pressure variations in the cryogenic tank relative
to a constant reference pressure. This reference pressure source will
be a fixed volume of gas maintained at a constant temperature in an ice
bath. A set point controller will be used to sense the electrical output
signal of the high-resolution differential pressure transducer for control
of the electrohydraulic pressure regulating servo valve. This complete
system results in controlling the tank pressure to a constant value with
respect to the reference pressure.
The flowrate of the hydrogen boiloff gas will be measured with a Hastings-
Radist HP series mass flowmeter calibrated per documented procedures
prepared by the Boeing Cal.-Ccrt. laboratories. A copper tube heat
exchanger will be used to maintain the hydrogen boiloff gas at a constant
temperature before entering the pressure regulating valve and flowmeter.
In addition, the entire tank pressure regulating and boiloff flow
measuring system will be contained in an insulated constant temperature






The gaseous hydrogen (GH2) leak system vri.ll consist of a needle valve,
calibrated and installed to the test tank at the Kent Space Center, and
a pure GHg pressure regulated supply cystea installed at Tulalip. The
GH2 leak rate needle valve will be calibrated at Kent by using helium
leak rates corrected to yield the desired GH2 leak rate. The calibrated
leak will not be accessible when the LLT2 tank is loaded but final GH2
leak rate adjustment will be provided by the remotely variable GH2 supply
pressure. Vacuum integrity will be insured by a remotely operated shut-
off valve between the calibrated leak and the tank vacuum annulua. This
valve will not be opened until the time of the constant GHg leak boil-off
test. The section of plumbing betv/een the calibrated leak and the vacuum
shut-off valve will be evacuated prior to opening the annulus to the
calibrated leak. This will purge this section of plumbing во аз not
to contaminate the tank annulus.
An instrumentation list showing parameter, range, and accuracy is shown
in Figure F-2. A block diagram of the instrumentation data acquisition
system is shown in Figure F-3. All instrumentation equipment will have
up-to-date calibration certifications issued by Boeing Quality Control
Organization. These periodic calibrations are designated and performed
per existing Q.C0 documented standards. All calibrations are traceable
to the National Bureau of Standards.
All pressures will be measured with strain gage pressure transducers.
These will be located so that they will always be at ambient temperature
thus requiring only an ambient calibration.
Test vessel temperatures above 0°P will be measured with chromel-conetantan
thermocouples with 150°F reference junction. Temperatures below 0°F will
use a LN2 reference junction. Temperatures measured in the vent tube will
be set up as differential thermocouples with the 1H2 in the test tank as
the reference temperature.
Hydrogen liquid level is determined by the use of carbon resistors which
give a point indication as to the presence of liquid. In this applica-
tion, the carbon resistor will be electrically driven so as to slightly
heat up while in the presence of cold hydrogen gas. The increased heat
dissipated as a result of submergence in the liquid hydrogen will cause
a resistance change due to teaperaturo wliich will be detected through a
bridge circuit. This in turn v.dll actuate a relay turning on an indicator
light. The carbon resistor will bo normally installed in a still-well
(shield) to minimize false indications duo to boiling liquid surface
irregularities. Sufficient registers will be installed in the test tank
to adequately monitor liquid levels during thermal stabilization and
boil-off testing. Power to cai'bon resistors will be turned off during R.





The hydrogen boil-off gas flow rate vill be measured with a Haetings-
Eadist, HP series, mass flowmeter. This will provide a continuous direct
recording of mass flow rate from the tank. This meter with its laminar
flow element will be calibrated per Boeing Cal-Cert laboratories
documented procedures using hydrogen gas. The calibration will provide
data as to actual standard cubic feet per minute of hydrogen gas vs
millivolts output.
A MKS Baratron transducer will be used to monitor the pressure variations
in the test tank. This device is a very high resolution differential
pressure transducer which will be referenced to a stable constant
pressure source.
The test tank vacuum annulus pressure will be monitored with the vac-ion
pump current. The vac-ion pumps will be in continuous operation
throughout the test program. A thermocouple gage and readout will be
installed in the GH2 leak system which could be opened to the annulus
in case the annulus pressure increased beyond the effective range of
the vac-ion pumps. This would provide an emergency means of monitoring
the vacuum annulus pressure.
Test data will be recorded with a Non-Linear Systems (NLS) digital data
recording system. This is a highly reliable, 200-channel recorder which
records millivolt signal data on magnetic tape.that can be lioted or
plotted on IBM-compatible computers. The system is designed to operate
continuously 24 hours per day, seven days per week. The sample rate is
10 samples per second. System accuracy is considered to be 40 microvolts
of 100 millivolts full scale. The data tape will be removed from the
recording system at the end of each boil-off test for computer processing.
The data and calculated values will be tabulated and/or plotted as
required for each boil-off test performed.
Some of the data parameters will be displayed and recorded on potentiometer
type strip chart recorders. This will provide continuous quick-look
information for ease in determining system stability and satisfactory
performance.
A test progress report, Consisting of the test log, reduced data, brief
test summary of any test deviations or annomalies, and photographs will





8.1 Lift test tank/fixture assembly from transportation trailer with crane and
place it on Pad 3» Area 41. This assembly will remain as a complete unit
throughout the Task IV test program.
8.2 Move test tank/fixture assembly into test position and connect to LH2 fill
and conditioning cryostat.
8.3 Connect vac-ion pump power to facility source and monitor annulus vacuum.
8.4 Connect tank thermocouples to test facility instrumentation wiring.
8.5 Leak check tank connection by pressurizing with gaseous helium and using
a helium mass spectrometer to sniff joint.
8.6 Install four sections of the spherical heat shroud around test tank and
connect all power and control cables.
8.7 Connect gaseous hydrogen supply to the calibrated leak system, and purge R
system with gaseous hydrogen.
8.8 Adjust all the test tank and cryogenic system instrumentation recorders
for their proper zeros and calibration pulses with the system vent valves
VH 351 and VH 354 open.
8.9 Purge LH2 conditioning cryoetat by flowing helium through VEe 303 and out
Vfl 354 for 2 min.
8.10 Purge test tank by continuing flow аз in 8„9 but open VH 363 and VH 351
and close VH 354 causing helium flow out the vent for 20 min.
8.11 While purging, set up thermal conditions by gradually energizing the heat
•shroud radiant lamps and nitroc-^ n gas flow to slowly increase vacuum jacket
external temperature to 100°P ± 5°F. Monitor vacuum annulus pressure while
temperature is being increased and for a period of time after reaching final
temperature until pressure is stable or decreasing. If vacuum annulus
pressure exceeds 2.0 x 10~4 Torr discontinue temperature increase until
pressure decreases. If vacuum annulus external surface temperature of
100°F 1 5°F cannot be reached without exceeding annulus pressure of 2.0 x "W~4
Torr, hold temperature at intermediate level until after completing tank LH2
fill in paragraph 8.17.
8.12 Turn Pad 3 area condition lights to "RED" and notify Fire Department at
completion of purging and after attaining external surface temperature
conditions.
8.13 Set up the facility liquid hydrogen supply system per standard operating
procedures for delivery of LH2 to Pad 3.
8.14 Pill conditioning cryostat by opening vent VH 354 and pad Щ? suPPly VH 301.
The automatic liquid level control system will operate VH 301 as needed to
maintain the cryostat full of LH2»
8.15 Set conditioning cryostat pressure control VH 365 to automatic and close




8.16 Pill test tank, by opening VH 551 and then slowly opening VH 365 keeping
the test tank pressure below 17*0 psia.
8.17 Stop test tank fill by closing VH 363.
8.18 Monitor test tank vacuum annulus pressure during and after filling with
LHg. It should decrease during filling but should not be greater than
2.0 x 10~4 Torr. Complete temperature conditioning per para. 8.11.
8.19 Continue to refill test tank per 8.13 through 8.17 as tank liquid level
decreases to 6.0 inches from top.
8.20 When time between refills approaches 6.0 hrs. then set VH 382 to auto-
matic operation and close VH 351 which will hold test tank pressure at
17.0 psia.
8.21 Continue to monitor all data parameters and refilling tank per 8.19 until
all data appears stabilized indicating thermal equilibrium lias been
obtained.
8.22 Boil-off data will be sampled at decreasing time intervale until con- R
aidered stabilized for boil-off measurement data. At this time, 4 hrs
of concentrated data will be taken.
8.23 Stop conditioning cryostat fill by closing VH 301 and open vent VH 354
and drain VH 366.
8.24 Empty test tank by opening VE 363 and maintaining 17 to 20 psia in tank
by closing VH 382 and intermittently opening helium purge valve VHE 352.
8.25 Test tank will be empty when LL1 light goes out and temperature TS1
begins to rise sharply.
8.26. Close VHE 352 and VH 363 and open VH 351 . R
8.27 Empty conditioning cryostat by opening VH 566 and closing VH 554. It will
be empty when LL9 light goes out and temperature TS2. begins rising.
8.28 Open VH 363 and close VH 366 and VH 354 to prepare system for helium R
purge and initial warmup.
8.29 Open VHE 355 *° Purg8 system for 10 min. and then turn helium heater on
to initiate system wanrtup.
8.30 When TS1 indicates -250°P switch purge gas supply from helium to nitrogen.
8.31 Continue gaseous nitrogen warmup until TS1 reaches 50°P. Then turn off
heater and Gu? and return test pad to green condition. Leave a slight R
positive pressure in system.
8*32 Turn off radiant heat shroud and remove shroud from tank.
8.33 Disconnect instrumentation from test tank.




8.J5 Disconnect test tank/fixture assembly from conditioning cryostat and move
out of test pad 3.
8.36 Load test tank/fixture assembly on transport trailer and move to Area 34
for altitude testing.
8.37 bift test tank/fixture assembly from transport trailer at Area 34 and
place on altitude chamber dolly.
8.38 Boll test tank/fixture assembly into altitude chamber and connect vac-ion
pumps to facility power supply.
8*39 Close altitude chamber and evacuate to an equivalent altitude pressure of
200,000 ft. and return to ambient pressure.
8.40 Monitor test tank vacuum annulus pressure all during the pressure cycle.
If the vacuum annulus pressure rises above the vac-ion pump capability R
(approximately 2.4 x 10**4 Torr) the test will be stopped. Procedures to
reactivate the test will be developed at that time.
8*41 Repeat this pressure cycle 100 times.
8*42 Open altitude chamber and remove test tank/fixture assembly for transport
back to Area 41•
8.43 At Area 41 repeat steps 8.1 through 8.18 stopping test tank fill when
liquid level reaches 14„0 inches from bottom of tank by closing VH 363.
8.44 Maintain this liquid level all during the succeeding thermal cycling test
by opening VH 363 to refill teat tank as needed. The thermal cycling will
be interrupted during each refill operation.
8.45 Heating to 350°F must be approached cautiously. The possibility of out-
gassing beyond the pumping capability of the vac-ion pumps exists. Heating
should be controlled so that when the limitation of the vac-ion pump (^ 2.4 R
x 10"4 Torr) is approached the heating system is immediately shut off and
" cold nitrogen gas is introduced in the shroud area to restrict further out-
gassing if possible. If the vacuum annulua pressure rises above the
vac-ion pump capability, the test would be stopped. Procedures to re-
activate the test would be developed at that time. '
8.46 Slowly apply heat manually for the first 100°F to 350°P temperature cycle
while observing the precautions of para» 8.45»
8.47 Turn heat shroud controller to thermal cycle programmer and automatically
cycle test tank surface temperature from 100°F to 350°F for a total of
100 cycles. Continually monitor test tank vacuum annulus pressure for
any signs of degradation or eystem failure.
8.48 At end of thermal cycle test return heat shroud control to set point of
100°F for the following post cycling boil-off test.
8.49 Perform the post cycling boil-off test as in Section 8.16 through 8.22.
8.50 Evacuate the' GH2 leak system by opening W 360 and pumping until P4
stabilizes in pressure.
8.51 Close W 360 and open W 357 which will meter a calibrated flow of




8.52 Set hydros611 supply pressure regulator VH 386 so that Pj is at a value
TBD psia.
8.53 The flow rate of GH2 leak gas will be trimmed by adjusting supply pressure,
Pj. Gradually increase P} in steps, monitoring vacuum annulua pressure.
Final РЗ setting will be that resulting in a stable vacuum annulus pressure
of TBD Torr.
8.54 Perform the constant GH2 leak boil-off test per section 8.19 through 8.23.
8.55 Close W 357 to stop GH2 leak into vacuum annulus. Continue to refill
test tank with Ш2 per section 8.19 until vacuum annulus pressure returns
to TBD Torr or for 3 days, wliichever occurs first. Monitor vacuum
annulus pressure. No boil-off rate or temperature data required.
8.56 Empty, purge and warm up test tank per 8.24 through 8.31.
8.57 Prepare tank for shipment per 8.32 through 8.35.
8.58 Load test tank/fixture assembly on transport trailer for shipment to the
Kent Space Center.
9.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
The LH2 system to be used for this test poses no abnormal safety problem.
The majority of the equipment, i.e., transfer lines, cryostats, vents and
valves have all been used in past testing for several years. This specific
test configuration has been used in nearly identical form for two previous
test programs« The major difference for this program is in the size of the
test tank. This tank will hold 2,150 gal. (1,270 Ibs.) of 1Я2.
Due to the integrity of the tank design, i.e., design, proof and operating
pressures, failure of the test tank is considered highly improbable as
"long as overpressure conditions do not occur. Therefore, redundant
pressure safety devices will be installed on the test tank so that maximum
pressures will not be exceeded. Also, the vent system of the test tank
has been sized such that in the event the vacuum fails in the insulation
annulus the resultant higher boil-off rate will not cause the tank
pressure to exceed a safe value.
In order to minimize the possible ignition of hydrogen gas that may
accidently be released, all spark producing equipment will either be
explosion proof or be inert-gaa purged. The space between the radiant
heat lamp shroud and the external surface of the test tank will also
be purged with nitrogen gas in order to eliminate any possible ignition
in that area.
The radiant heat system will have a redundant temperature shutoff safety
system. One system will be within the temperature control unit and the
backup system-will be a completely independent unit and will shut off all
electrical power to the heating system in the event tank temperatures






In order to eliminate possible conflicts or confusion, and to increase
the safety of operations, the assigned Test Area Engineer will have
overall control of the test including safety procedures, cryogenic test
procedures, malfunction procedures, and control of all personnel in the
test area* During hydrogen test operations, all of the area of Test
Area 41» east of the east end of the control house, will be excluded of
all personnel.
10.0 MAJJWCTION PROCEDURES
A malfunction will be defined as any damage of equipment as a direct
result of test operations conducted per this test plan. This could be
caused by rupture and/or fire of/or from the test tank.
In the event of the above all hydrogen supply valves will be closed and
the test tank will be emptied per 8.24 through 8.31, if possible, and
the LH2 conditioning cryostat emptied Immediately after the test tank.
The Fire Department will be notified and instructed to proceed to Test
Area 41 and coordinate with the Test Area Engineer for further action.
Helium purges of both tanks will then be turned on and maintained to
warm up the test tanks and eliminate hydrogen. As soon as the hydrogen has
been expelled and no over-pressurization of a tank exists the Fire
Department may then be admitted to the pad area to expel any secondary
fires that nay exist and to cool down the test area. All main electrical
power-to the pad will also be turned off to eliminate electrical hazards.
If a malfunction occurs the Test Area Engineer will immediately notify
the Test Site Manager and the Ordnance Engineer. A written report will
subsequently be prepared giving the details surrounding the incident.
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